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Blocking Sets in Designs with Block Size 4 
D. G. HOFFMAN, C. C. LINDNER AND K. T. PHELPS 
We construct A-fold block designs with block size 4 and A E {1, 2} of every admissable order 
which admit a blocking set with three possible exceptions for A = 1 and five possible exceptions 
for A=2. 
1. INTRODUCfION 
Let (P, B) be a block design of index A. The subset X of P is called a blocking set iff 
for each block bEB, bnX*0 and bn(p\X)*0. (Equivalently, X defines a 
2-coloring, X, P\X, of the points P with the property that no block in B is 
monochromatic. However, in what follows we prefer to talk about blocking sets rather 
than 2-colorings.) 
The most widely studied classes of block designs are triple systems; that is, block 
designs with block size 3 (see [8], for example). It is well known that non-trivial triple 
systems cannot have a blocking set. Briefly, a simple counting argument shows that, 
regardless of A, a triple system of index A admitting blocking set must have order 3 or 
4. 
There are no counting arguments, simple or otherwise, which rule out blocking sets 
in block designs with block size;:;. 4 (see [1,6]). On the other hand, very little is known 
about the existence of such designs admitting a blocking set. The object of this paper is 
the construction for every admissible order (modulo a handful of exceptions) of a block 
design with block size 4 admitting a blocking set for both A = 1 and 2. In particular, we 
construct: for A = 1 a block design of order n with block size 4 admitting a blocking set 
for every n == 1 or 4 (mod 12) (except possibly n = 37, 40 and 73); and for A = 2 a block 
design of order n with block size 4 admitting a blocking set for every n == 1 (mod 3) 
(except possibly n = 19, 34, 37, 46 and 58). While it is surely true that the eight 
possible exceptions listed above are not really exceptions at all, after a great deal of 
valiant effort the authors reluctantly leave these cases for another day. 
2. BLOCKING SETS FOR A = 1 
In what follows 'block design with block size 4 and index A = l' will be shortened to 
simply 'block design'. It is well known [2] that the spectrum for block designs is 
precisely the set of all n == 1 or 4 (mod 12). We begin with some examples. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. For n = 13: 
B = {{i, i + 1, i + 3, i + 9} liE Z13}; 
blocking set {O, 1,2,3,4,5, 6}. 
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For n = 16: 
1 2 3 16 2 6 12 14 
5 7 10 14 3 4 10 15 
6 8 11 15 10 11 12 16 
4 9 12 13 1 4 8 14 
4 5 6 16 2 5 9 15 
2 8 10 13 3 6 7 13 
3 9 11 14 13 14 15 16 
1 7 12 15 2 4 7 11 
7 8 9 16 3 5 8 12 
1 5 11 13 1 6 9 10 
blocking set {I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8,11, 15}. 
For n = 25 ([3], Design #9): 
1 2 3 25 2 6 10 19 3 9 13 14 5 14 18 19 9 12 15 25 
1 4 16 24 2 7 20 21 3 10 12 22 6 7 8 24 10 14 16 21 
1 5 12 21 2 8 13 15 4 5 6 25 6 9 11 21 11 15 17 19 
1 6 13 22 2 9 16 18 4 7 12 19 6 12 14 17 12 13 18 20 
1 7 14 15 2 11 12 24 4 8 9 22 6 15 16 20 13 19 23 24 
1 8 17 18 3 4 11 20 4 10 15 18 7 10 13 25 14 20 22 24 
1 9 19 20 3 5 15 24 4 13 17 21 7 11 18 22 15 21 22 23 
1 10 11 23 3 6 18 23 5 7 9 23 8 11 14 25 16 19 22 25 
2 4 14 23 3 7 16 17 5 8 10 20 8 12 16 23 17 20 23 25 
2 5 17 22 3 8 19 21 5 11 13 16 9 10 17 24 18 21 24 25 
blocking set {I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,13,14,15,16,17, 18}. 
Let (X, G, T) be a group divisible design (GOD) with block size 3; i.e . t E T implies 
It I = 3. The mapping a: T - X is called a nesting iff (X, G, T*) is a GOD with block 
size 4 and index A = 2, where T* = {{a, b, c, ta} It ={a, b, c} E T} . 
EXAMPLE 2.2. For n = 28. In [7] Doug Stinson has constructed a GOD (X, G, T) of 
order IXI = 14 with group size 2 and block size 3 which can be nested. Let a be a 
nesting. Set P = X X {I, 2} and define a collection of blocks B as follows: 
(1) for each {x, y} E G place the block {(x, 1), (y, 1), (x, 2), (y,2)} in B; and 
(2) If x and y belong to different groups, place the 2 blocks {(x,I), (y,I), (z,I) , 
(ta, 2)} and {(x, 2), (y,2), (z,2), (ta, I)} in B, where t = {x, y , z} E T. 
It is straightforward to see that (P, B) is a block design of order 28 and each of 
X x {I} and X x {2} is a blocking set. 
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For n = 76. We construct a GDD (X, G, T) of order IXI = 38 with group size 2 and 
block size 3 which can be nested. Set 
X= {O, 1,2, ... , 18} x {O, I}, 
G;:: {{(i, 0), (i, I)} Ii = 0, 1,2, ... , 18}, 
and 
nesting 
(i, 1), (2 + i, 0), (17 + i, 0) (3 + i, 0) 
(i, 1), (6 + i, 0), (13 + i, 0) (9 + i, 0) 
(i, 1), (9 + i, 0), (10 + i, 0) (1 + i, 0) 
(i, 0), (5 + i, 0), (11 + i, 0) (17+i,0) 
(i, 1), (1 + i, 0), (18 + i, 0) (10 + i, 1) 
T= 
(i, 1), (8 + i, 0), (11 + i, 0) (6+i,1) 
(i, 1), (5 + i, 0), (14 + i, 0) (7+i,1) 
(3 + i, 1), (16 + i, 1), (i, 0) (5 + i, 1) 
(7 + i, 1), (12 + i, 1), (i, 0) (8+i,1) 
(4 + i, 1), (15 + i, 1), (i,O) (l+i,l) 
(i, 1), (l+i, 1), (4+i, 1) (16 + i, 0) 
(i, 1), (7 + i, 1), (9 + i, 1) (13 + i, 0) 
i ;:: 0, 1, 2, 3, ... , 18 (mod 19) 
Then (P, B), constructed as for n = 28, is a block design of order 76 and X x {I} is a 
blocking set. 
THE 12k + 1 CONSTRUCTION. Let (X, G, T) be a GDD with group size 6 and block 
size 3. Let a be a nesting of (X, G, T). Let P = {oo} U (X x {I, 2}) and define a 
collection of blocks B as follows: 
(1) for each g E G let ({oo} U (g x {I, 2}), g*) be a block design of order 13 with 
blocking set g X {I} and place the blocks of g* in B; and 
(2) if x and y belong to different groups place the 2 blocks {(x, 1), (y,I), (z,l), 
(ta, 2)} and {(x, 2), (y,2), (z,2), (ta, I)} in B, where t = {x, y, z} E T. 
Then (P, B) is a block design of order 12k + 1 and X x {I} is a blocking set. 
THE 12k + 4 CONSTRUCTION. In the 12k + 1 construction set P = {oo), 002 , 003 , 004} U 
(X x {l, 2}) and replace (1) by the following: 
(1) for each g E G let ({ 00), 002 , 003 , 004} U g x {I, 2}), g*) be a block design of order 16 
such that {oo), 002, 003, 004} E g * and {OOt, 002} U (g x {I}) is a blocking set and place the 
blocks of g* in B. 
Then (P, B) is a block design of order 12k + 4 and {OOt, 002} U (X x {I}) is a blocking 
set. 
THEOREM 2.3. There exists a block design with block size 4 admitting a blocking set 
of every order n == 1 or 4 (mod 12), except possibly n = 37, 40 and 73. 
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PROOF. In [7] Doug Stinson has constructed a GDD (X, G, T) with group size 6 
and block size 3 which can be nested of every order IXI = 6k, except k = 1, 2, 3 and 6. 
The 12k + 1 and 12k + 4 constructions take care of everything except 4, 13, 16,25,28, 
37,40, 73 and 76. Examples 2.1 and 2.2 remove 4,13, 16,25,28 and 76 from the above 
list, leaving only 37, 40 and 73 as possible exceptions. D 
3. BLOCKING SETS FOR A = 2 
In what follows 'block design with block size 4 and index A = 2' will be shortened to 
'2-fold block design'. Since the spectrum for 2-fold block designs is the set of all n == 1, 
4, 7 or 10 (mod 12), except for the cases n = 37, 40 and 73, we need look only at the 
construction of 2-fold block designs of order n == 7 or 10 (mod 12). (For n == 1 or 4 
(mod 12) just repeat each block. The blocking set is the same.) We begin with three 
examples. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. For n = 7: 
For n = 10: 
For n =22: 
B = {{i, i + 1, i + 3, i + 6} liE Z7}; 
blocking set {O, 1, 2}. 
(i,O), (i + 1, 0), (2 + i, 1), (4 + i, 1) 
(i,O), (2 + i, 0), (3 + i, 0), (i, 1) 
(i,O), (i, 1), (1 + i, 1), (4 + i, 1) 
i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 (mod 5) 
blocking set {(i, 0) I i = 0, 1,2,3, 4}. 
P = Z7 X {I, 2, 3} U {oo}; 
B: {(O, 1), (4, 1), (0,2), (6,3)}, {(O, 1), (2, 1), (4,2), (0,3)} 
{(O, 1), (1, 1), (6,2), (4,3)}, {(O, 2), (1,2), (5,2), (2,3)} 
{00(0, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3)} (mod 7, -) 
(all but the last base block taken twice); 
blocking set {(O, 1), (1,1), (2,1), (3,1), (0,2), (3,2), (4,2), (5,2), 
(3,3), (4,3), (6,3)}. 
THE 12k + 7 CONSTRUCTION. Let (X, G, T) be a GDD with group size 3 and block 
size 3. Let a be a nesting of (X, G, T). Set P = {oo} U (X x {I, 2}) and define a 
collection of blocks B as follows: 
(1) for each g E G let ({oo} U (g x {I, 2}), g*) be a 2-fold block design of order 7 with 
blocking set g x {I} and place the blocks of g* in B; and 
(2) if x and y belong to different groups place the 4 blocks {(x,I), (y,I), (z,I), 
(ta,2)}, {(x, 1), (y,I), (z,I), (ta,2)}, {(x,2), (y,2), (z,2), (ta, I)} and {(x, 2), 
(y,2), (z,2), (ta, I)} in B, where t = {x, y, z} E T. 
Then (P, B) is a 2-fold block design of order 12k + 7 and X x {I} is a blocking set. 
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LEMMA 3.2. There exists a 2-fold block design (with block size 4) admitting a 
blocking set of every order n == 7 (mod 12), except possibly n = 19. 
PROOF. Write 12k + 7 = 2(6k + 3) + 1. In [5] C. C. Lindner and C. A. Rodger have 
constructed a GDD (X, G, T) with group size 3 and block size 3 which can be nested 
of every order IXI = 6k + 3, k ~ 2. 0 
THE 12k + 10 CONSTRUCTION. Write 12k + 10 = 6( 4t + x) + 4, where x = 1 or 3. Let 
(X,ol) and (X, O2) be a pair of orthogonal quasigroups of order 4t + x with holes 
H = {hi' h2' h3' ... ,hm }, where Ihd = x and Ih21 = Ih31 = ... = Ihml = 4. Let P = 
{col' 002, C03, C04 } U (X x {I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}) and define a collection of blocks B as follows: 
(1) let ({col> CO2 , C03 , C04} U (hi x {I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}), hD be a 2-fold block design of order 
10 or 22 (depending on whether Ihll =x = 1 or 3) with blocking set {COl' co2} U 
(hi x {I, 2, 3}) and place the blocks of ht in B; 
(2) for hi' i = 2,3, ... ,m, let ({COl' CO2, C03, C04} U (hi x {I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}), h7) be a 
2-fold block design of order 28 containing the blocks {col' CO2, 003, co4 } and 
{COl' 002, C03, co4 } with blocking set {COl' co2} U (hi x {I, 2, 3}) and place the blocks of 
ht\{{ool' CO2, C03, C04 }, {COl> 002, C03, co4 }} in B; and 
(3) for each ordered pair (x, y), x and y in different holes of H, and for 
each (a, a, b, c) E D = {(I, 1,2,5), (2,2,3,6), (3,3,4, 1), (4,4,5,2), (5,5,6,3), 
(6,6,1,4)} place the block {(x, a), (y, a), (xol y, b), (xo2Y, c)} in B. 
As with the previous constructions it is routine to see that (P, B) is a 2-fold block 
design of order 12k + 10 and that {001 ' co2 } U (X x {I, 2, 3}) is a blocking set. 
LEMMA 3.3. There exists a 2-fold block design admitting a blocking set of every 
order n == 10 (mod 12), except possibly n = 34, 46, 58, 70, 82, 94, 154, 166, 250 and 
262. 
PROOF. The cases n = 10 and 22 are taken care of by Example 3.1. Now, starting 
with a transversal design TD(t, 5) (equivalent to 3 mutually orthogonal quasigroups of 
order t) and truncating one of the groups to size 1 or 3, produces a pair of orthogonal 
quasi groups of order 4t+x for all x E {I, 3} and tE {I, 2, 3, 6, 10}, which can be 
partitioned into one hole of size x and t holes of size 4. The statement of the lemma 
follows from the 12k + 10 construction. 0 
LEMMA 3.4. There exists a 2-fold block design admitting a blocking set of every order 
n == 10 (mod 12), except possibly n = 34, 46 and 58. 
PROOF. The proof involves removing the possible exceptions 70, 82, 94, 154, 166, 
250 and 262 from the statement of Lemma 3.3. 
n = 70. Let (Q, 0) be a quasigroup of order 5 which can be partitioned into 5 disjoint 
transversals 1;., 1;, ~, 4 and Ts (equivalent to a pair of orthogonal quasigroups of 
order 5). Let (S, K) be a Steiner triple system of order 7 and let a be a nesting of 
(S, K). Define a GDD (X, G, T) as follows: 
(1) X = Q x S; 
(2) G={Qx{i}liES};and 
(3) T={{(a,x), (b,y), (aob,z)}l{x,y,z}EKandx<y<z}. 
Then (X, G, T) is GDD of order IXI = 35 with group size 5 and block size 3. Define 
a* by {(a,x), (b,y), (aob, z)}a*=(i, ta), where (a,b,aob)ET; and t={x,y,z}. 
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Then «* is a nesting of (X, G, T). Now set P = X x {l, 2} and define a collection of 
blocks B by: 
(1) for each group g E G let (g x {I, 2}, g*) be a 2-fold block design with blocking set 
g x {I} and place the blocks of g* in B; and 
(2) if x and y belong to different groups, place the 4 blocks {(x,I), (y,I), (z,I), 
(t«*,2)}, {(x, 1), (y, 1), (z, 1), (t«*,2)}, {(x,2), (y,2), (z,2), (t«*, I)} and {(x, 2), 
(y,2), (z,2), (t«*, I)} in B, where t = {x, y, z} E T. 
Then (P, B) is a 2-fold block design of order 70 and X x {I} is a blocking set. 
n = 82. Write 82 = 6·13 + 4. Let (Q, °1) and (Q,02) be a pair of orthogonal 
idempotent quasigroups of order 4. Let T. be a transversal of (Q, °1) and ~ be a 
transversal of (Q, °2) such that Tl and ~ occupy the same 4 cells, none of which belong 
to the main diagonal. (Three mutually orthogonal quasigroups of order 4 gives such a 
pair.) Then the usual singular direct product (see [4], for example) using the 
transversals T. and T2 gives a pair of orthogonal quasigroups of order 13 with one hole 
of size 1 and four holes of size 3. An obvious modification of the 12k + 10 construction 
produces a 2-fold block design of order 82 admitting a blocking set. 
n = 94. Write 6 . 15 + 4. The direct product gives a pair of orthogonal quasigroups of 
order 15 with holes of size 3. 
n = 154. Write 6·25 + 4. A suitable singular direct product gives a pair of 
orthogonal quasigroups of order 25 with one hole of size 1 and eight holes of size 3. 
n = 166. Write 166 = 6·27 + 4. The direct product gives a pair of orthogonal 
quasigroups of order 27 with holes of size 3. 
n = 250. Write 250 = 6 . 41 + 4. A suitable singular direct product gives a pair of 
orthogonal quasigroups of order 41 = 4·10 + 1 with one hole of size 1 and ten holes of 
size 4 (use a self-orthogonal quasigroup of order 10). 
n = 262. Write 6· 43 + 4. A suitable singular direct product gives a pair of 
orthogonal quasigroups of order 43 = 4 . 10 + 3 with one hole of size 3 and ten holes of 
size 4. 
Combining all of the above cases completes the proof of the lemma. o 
We now combine Theorem 2.3, Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.4. 
THEOREM 3.5. There exists a 2-fold block design with block size 4 admitting a 
blocking set of every order n == 1 (mod 3), except possibly 19, 34, 37, 46 and 58. 
PROOF. The proof consists of removing the exceptions 40 and 73 from the statement 
of Theorem 2.3. 
n = 40. We copy the construction for n = 70 in Lemma 3.4. Let (Q,o) be the 
quasigroup of order 5 in the n = 70 construction. Let (S, K) be a 2-fold triple system of 
order 4 and « a nesting of (S, K). Let X = Q x S and define (X, G, T) and «* as in 
n = 70. If we replace (2) by: 
(2) if x and y belong to different groups, place the two blocks {(x, 1), (y, 1), (z, 1), 
(t«*,2)} and {(x, 2), (y,2), (z,2), (t«*, I)} in B, where t = {x, y, z} E T, 
then (P, B) is a 2-fold block design of order 40 and X x {I} is a blocking set. 
n = 73. Write 73 = 6 . 12 + 1 and let (X, °1) and (X, °2) be a pair of orthogonal 
idempotent quasigroups of order 12. We can consider these quasi groups to have 12 
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holes of size 1. Let P = {oo} U (X x {I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}) and define a collection of blocks 
B as follows: 
(1) for each a EX, let ({oo} U ({a} X {I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}), a*) be a 2-fold block design of 
order 7 with blocking set {a} X {I, 2, 3} and place the blocks of a* in B; and 
(2) exactly the same as (3) in the 12k + 10 construction. 
Then (P, B) is a 2-fold block design and X x {I, 2, 3} is a blocking set. D 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The possible exceptions of 37, 40 and 73 for A. = 1 and 19, 34, 37, 46 and 58 for A. = 2 
are difficult to handle for one of two reasons. Either they fall between the cracks of all 
of the recursive constructions known to the authors, or there are very few known 
examples (only three for n = 19), and an exhaustive computer search shows that a 
blocking set fails to exist. Nevertheless, the authors are firmly convinced that the above 
possible exceptions are not exceptions at all, and that it remains only for someone to 
produce the required block designs. 
NOTE ADDED IN PROOF. A. Rosa (private communication) has constructed block 
designs with A. = 2 and block size 4 admitting a blocking set for orders 19, 34, 37, 46 
and 58, thus removing all the remaining exceptions for A. = 2. 
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